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Abstract  
 

The thesis deals with raw yet comprehensively, covering theme: migration from the border 

area of Czechoslovakia, which was ceded to Germany as a result of the decision in Munich 

and  to  Poland  on  the  basis  of  Polish  ultimatum.  Introductory  chapters  are  trying  to  find  

answers to questions concerning the origins and the beginning of the refugee problem, which 

could be sought in the growth of antisemitism in the spring of 1938. In the autumm, after a 

coup attempt  Henlein´s  people  left  border  in  addition  to  the  German anti-fascists,  Jews  and  

Czechs. Already during the phased resigning border migration flows greatly abounded, which 

were both due to the increase in negative behavior and conduct the ”Henlein´s“ people (some 

of members of Henlein´s Party-SdP) against German anti-fascists, Jews and Czechs, as well 

as specific measures Nazi regime restricting the living conditions of the population of the 

occupied territories. Many of these people were victims of violence and sometimes expulsion. 

The structure of the migrant population includes all employee categories, ie only poses a 

”withdrawal“ of state employees to the Second Czechoslovak Republic. Gen. Syrovy´s 

Government tried to put barriers migratory in the current economic and political reasons. 

Played a great role expected of the plebiscite in the border area. Done by returning a fugitive 

to the general population from the interior to the border, which was closed to the international 

initiative, but also due to the liquidation of the plebiscite.  

The governments of the Second Republic to address the refugee issue from the very 

beginning. They were forced to the international attention they received refugee problem. 

Syrový´s government created conditions for the formation of the Committee for Aid to 

Refugees  and  established  the  Institute  for  the  Care  of  Refugees.  The  Jewish  refugees  were  

cared for primarily Jewish religious community. Care of the German anti-fascists to ensure 

their organizations to help fund the Lord Mayor fund, state funds, but also yourself. Beran´s 

government issued a series of measures to provide employment for Czech refugees. For the 

German anti-fascists and Jews were supposed to emigration, it was difficult to ensure both in 

terms of ensuring appropriate destinations, but also in financial terms, to which benefited the 
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British financial assistance in the form of gifts and loans. Public and private refugee 

assistance included as providing meals, accommodation, medical supervision and care of 

young people, obtaining employment opportunities and fundraising activities. Assistance to 

Czech refugees was regarded as a national patriotic duty. For no-Slavic refugees that part of 

the Czech press critized as a dangerous for the independe of republic, should be assured of 

emigration. The German press called for assistance to refugees regardless of nationality. In 

general, important and large role in helping migrants played solidarity and assistance of the 

inland population, which was an important pillar of social care for refugees.  
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